DESIGNETICS
FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY
HELPING MANUFACTURERS MAXIMIZE PROFITS
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For example, our applicators allow for a highly accurate, highly repeatable
application of adhesives or other fluids to substrates like automotive windshields
and plastic components via robotics or manual labor, controlling the flow of fluids
and ensuring application to exacting standards. Coupled with our state-of-the-art
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IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

THE RESULT

LESS SCRAP AND SPOILAGE
INCREASED MANUFACTURING SPEED
REDUCED OVERALL ASSEMBLY COSTS

AN EXAMPLE OF DESIGNETICS HELPING THE AUTOMATIVE INDUSTRY
More than 3 decades ago, an automotive window manufacturer came to Designetics with a challenge: make a better way to apply
materials such as primers and promoters to assembly line windshields, given that the existing method of wiping on these materials
was time-consuming, messy and often involved damaging the windshield.
We worked to design the first fluid application solution for the industry, creating an applicator that offered smooth flow, precise
application and repeatable results. Since that time, we have refined and innovated our solutions to ensure even more precise results,
incorporating both semi-automated and fully automated solutions. Now, Designetics applicators offer repeatable action and
smoothed assembly for automotive manufacturers , speeding operations and decreasing quality issues and defects.

OUR APPLICATORS AND
DISPENSING EQUIPMENT
ARE IDEAL FOR:
Glass Substrates
Plastic Components
Circuit Board Applications
Foam-on-Foam Adherence
…and more.

Ready to enhance your manufacturing processes for more
profits and quicker assembly?
Call us at 419-866-0700 for a
FREE consultation.
419.866.0700
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